Easily turn any space into a Microsoft Teams Room with one-touch join, and a consistent meeting experience across rooms with Tap IP. Logitech® solutions for Microsoft Teams Rooms on Android are preconfigured for simplified setup and management. Configure your small, medium, or large room, then customize with mounts and accessories to better equip each space.

SIMPLE MEETING ROOM SOLUTIONS FOR EVERY SPACE

Logitech for Microsoft Teams Rooms on Android include an Ultra-HD Logitech conferencecam with motorized pan and tilt, RightSense™ technologies, and the Logitech Tap IP touch controller for any room size or shape. Support for Microsoft Teams Rooms on Android means set up is remarkably simple with no need for a PC or Mac. Plus, device management has never been easier through the Microsoft Teams Admin Center.

Systems arrive neatly packaged and ready for secure installation. With premium components, clever cabling, and flexible mounting, Logitech room solutions make it easy to deploy Microsoft Teams Rooms throughout the workplace.
ANDROID SOLUTIONS FOR EVERY ROOM

FEATURED COMPONENTS

LOGITECH TAP IP
Network-connected touch controller
- Responsive 10.1" touch screen
- Single Power Over Ethernet cable and secure cable management
- Supports "proximity join" to join a room or add it to a meeting

Optional Table and Riser mounts add convenience and rotate 180° for easy viewing. Or, add a Wall Mount to save space in small and multipurpose rooms.

LOGITECH TAP IP
Network-connected touch controller
- Responsive 10.1" touch screen
- Single Power Over Ethernet cable and secure cable management
- Supports "proximity join" to join a room or add it to a meeting

Optional Table and Riser mounts add convenience and rotate 180° for easy viewing. Or, add a Wall Mount to save space in small and multipurpose rooms.

LOGITECH RALLY BAR HUDDLE
AI conferencing features (Grid View and Front Row) and other updates available through CollabOS, without having to connect to a separate PC.
Powerfully clear audio intake optimized by RightSound™ to ensure remote participants always feel included in virtual meetings.
Automatic privacy shutter, one multi-mount that enables mounting in three configurations, secure cable management, and more.

LOGITECH RALLY BAR MINI
Premier all-in-one video bar with built-in Microsoft Teams Rooms support for small rooms, in graphite or white
Motorized pan and tilt lens provides expansive room coverage
Ultra-low distortion speakers deliver crystal clear sound
AI Viewfinder for enhanced RightSight™ auto-framing and people count
Add up to two Rally Mic Pods to extend audio coverage

LOGITECH RALLY BAR
All-in-one video bar with built-in Microsoft Teams Rooms support for midsize rooms, in graphite or white
Lossless image quality up to 5X optical zoom, digitally enhanced to 15X total zoom
Large, ultra-low distortion speakers for room-filling sound
AI Viewfinder for enhanced RightSight auto-framing and people count
Add up to three Rally Mic Pods to extend audio coverage

LOGITECH RALLY PLUS WITH ROOMMATE
Modular video conferencing system for large rooms with a computing appliance purpose-built for video collaboration
Customizable for large rooms of virtually any size or shape
Brilliant optics up to 5X optical zoom, digitally enhanced to 15X total zoom
Two Rally Speakers and two Rally Mic Pods (extensible up to seven) ensure every voice is clearly heard

LOGITECH RALLY BAR HUDDLE
Rally Bar Huddle is an all-in-one video bar for small huddle rooms. Quick to set up and simple to manage, it’s designed to deliver equitable video conferencing meetings with ease. Rally Bar Huddle is the newest addition to Logitech’s family of conference cameras and it joins MeetUp, which packs big features into a compact form factor for small spaces.

LOGITECH RALLY BAR MINI
Select the all-in-one Rally Bar Mini for brainstorming spaces and rooms for 4 to 6 people. Rally Bar Mini is a premium conference camera that features a motorized pan-and-tilt lens, ultra-low distortion speakers, and AI viewfinder for enhanced auto-framing and people count. Expansion mics allow you to extend audio coverage if needed.

LOGITECH RALLY BAR
In more extensive rooms, tables are longer and people sit farther from the camera. Choose between the all-in-one Rally Bar or the modular Rally System for these spaces. Both solutions offer a premium ultra-HD resolution conference camera that can support a wide range of room sizes and layouts.

LOGITECH RALLY PLUS
With a dual-camera system and RightSight 2 auto-framing technology, Rally Bar is a premium solution for large and extra-large spaces. The extra-large configuration features an expandable Rally Plus System with an ultra-HD Rally Camera, two speakers, and two mic pods for crystal-clear video and audio throughout the room.

SMALL TO MEDIUM
Rally Bar Huddle is an all-in-one video bar for small huddle rooms. Quick to set up and simple to manage, it’s designed to deliver equitable video conferencing meetings with ease. Rally Bar Huddle is the newest addition to Logitech’s family of conference cameras and it joins MeetUp, which packs big features into a compact form factor for small spaces.

SMALL TO MEDIUM
Select the all-in-one Rally Bar Mini for brainstorming spaces and rooms for 4 to 6 people. Rally Bar Mini is a premium conference camera that features a motorized pan-and-tilt lens, ultra-low distortion speakers, and AI viewfinder for enhanced auto-framing and people count. Expansion mics allow you to extend audio coverage if needed.

SMALL TO MEDIUM
In more extensive rooms, tables are longer and people sit farther from the camera. Choose between the all-in-one Rally Bar or the modular Rally System for these spaces. Both solutions offer a premium ultra-HD resolution conference camera that can support a wide range of room sizes and layouts.

SMALL TO MEDIUM
With a dual-camera system and RightSight 2 auto-framing technology, Rally Bar is a premium solution for large and extra-large spaces. The extra-large configuration features an expandable Rally Plus System with an ultra-HD Rally Camera, two speakers, and two mic pods for crystal-clear video and audio throughout the room.

LARGE TO EXTRA LARGE
In more extensive rooms, tables are longer and people sit farther from the camera. Choose between the all-in-one Rally Bar or the modular Rally System for these spaces. Both solutions offer a premium ultra-HD resolution conference camera that can support a wide range of room sizes and layouts.

LARGE TO EXTRA LARGE
With a dual-camera system and RightSight 2 auto-framing technology, Rally Bar is a premium solution for large and extra-large spaces. The extra-large configuration features an expandable Rally Plus System with an ultra-HD Rally Camera, two speakers, and two mic pods for crystal-clear video and audio throughout the room.

LARGE TO EXTRA LARGE
With a dual-camera system and RightSight 2 auto-framing technology, Rally Bar is a premium solution for large and extra-large spaces. The extra-large configuration features an expandable Rally Plus System with an ultra-HD Rally Camera, two speakers, and two mic pods for crystal-clear video and audio throughout the room.

LARGE TO EXTRA LARGE
With a dual-camera system and RightSight 2 auto-framing technology, Rally Bar is a premium solution for large and extra-large spaces. The extra-large configuration features an expandable Rally Plus System with an ultra-HD Rally Camera, two speakers, and two mic pods for crystal-clear video and audio throughout the room.

LARGE TO EXTRA LARGE
With a dual-camera system and RightSight 2 auto-framing technology, Rally Bar is a premium solution for large and extra-large spaces. The extra-large configuration features an expandable Rally Plus System with an ultra-HD Rally Camera, two speakers, and two mic pods for crystal-clear video and audio throughout the room.

LARGE TO EXTRA LARGE
With a dual-camera system and RightSight 2 auto-framing technology, Rally Bar is a premium solution for large and extra-large spaces. The extra-large configuration features an expandable Rally Plus System with an ultra-HD Rally Camera, two speakers, and two mic pods for crystal-clear video and audio throughout the room.

LARGE TO EXTRA LARGE
With a dual-camera system and RightSight 2 auto-framing technology, Rally Bar is a premium solution for large and extra-large spaces. The extra-large configuration features an expandable Rally Plus System with an ultra-HD Rally Camera, two speakers, and two mic pods for crystal-clear video and audio throughout the room.

LARGE TO EXTRA LARGE
With a dual-camera system and RightSight 2 auto-framing technology, Rally Bar is a premium solution for large and extra-large spaces. The extra-large configuration features an expandable Rally Plus System with an ultra-HD Rally Camera, two speakers, and two mic pods for crystal-clear video and audio throughout the room.
OTHER COMPONENTS

All components are included with the large room configuration. Rally Mic Pod Hub is optional for the small and medium room configurations.

LOGITECH ROOMMATE
Computing appliance with built-in support for Microsoft Teams Rooms on Android.

RALLY MOUNTING KIT (FOR RALLY PLUS)
Includes wall mounts for the camera and both speakers, plus mounts with cable retention for the display and table hubs.

RALLY MIC POD HUB
Connect up to three Rally Mic Pods for hub-and-spoke layouts and to minimize cabling.

ACCESSORIES

LOGITECH SIGHT
Tabletop camera with intelligent multi-participant framing. The best meeting room view, from anywhere.

TV MOUNT FOR VIDEO BARS
Float Rally Bar Mini or Rally Bar above or below the room’s display.

WALL MOUNT FOR VIDEO BARS
Mount Rally Bar Mini or Rally Bar on the wall for minimal footprint.

RALLY MIC POD
Expand audio coverage and provide convenient access to mute controls. Compatible with Rally Bar Mini, Rally Bar, and the Rally System. Available in graphite or white.

RALLY MIC POD MOUNT
Hide cables and anchor mics on the table or ceiling for a clean, finished look. Available in graphite or white.

LOGITECH SWYTCH
Use the AV equipment in your Microsoft Teams Room with any meeting, webinar, or streaming application.
## TECH SPECS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Room Size</th>
<th>HUDDLE ROOM</th>
<th>SMALL ROOM</th>
<th>MEDIUM ROOM</th>
<th>LARGE TO EXTRA LARGE ROOM</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Conference Camera</td>
<td>Rally Bar Huddle</td>
<td>Logitech Rally Bar Mini</td>
<td>Logitech Rally Bar</td>
<td>Logitech Rally Plus</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Microsoft Teams Rooms on Android</td>
<td>Built-in</td>
<td>Built-in</td>
<td>Built-in</td>
<td>Logitech RoomMate</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Logitech Tap IP Touch Controller</td>
<td>☐</td>
<td>☐</td>
<td>☐</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rally Mounting Kit</td>
<td>☐</td>
<td>☐</td>
<td>☐</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rally Mic Pod Hub</td>
<td>☐</td>
<td>☐</td>
<td>☐</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Optional Accessories

|                         | Easy Clean Cover             | Off White Fabric Cover      | TV mount for video bars      | Tap Table Mount             | Tap Riser Mount             | Tap Wall Mount              | TV Mount for Video Bars     | Wall Mount for Video Bars   | Rally Mic Pod (up to 2 total) | Rally Mic Pod Hub           | Rally Mic Pod Mount         | Rally Mic Pod Mount         | Rally Mic Pod Extension Cable | Swytch                      | Tap Table Mount             | Tap Riser Mount             | Tap Wall Mount              | TV Mount for Video Bars     | Wall Mount for Video Bars   |
|-------------------------|------------------------------|-----------------------------|------------------------------|----------------------------|-----------------------------|----------------------------|------------------------------|------------------------------|----------------------------|----------------------------|----------------------------|----------------------------|----------------------------|-----------------------------|----------------------------|-----------------------------|----------------------------|------------------------------|------------------------------|------------------------------|
|                         |                              |                             |                              | Tap Table Mount             | Tap Riser Mount             | Tap Wall Mount              | TV Mount for Video Bars     | Wall Mount for Video Bars   | Rally Mic Pod (up to 3 total) | Rally Mic Pod Hub           | Rally Mic Pod Mount         | Rally Mic Pod Mount         | Rally Mic Pod Extension Cable | Swytch                      | Tap Table Mount             | Tap Riser Mount             | Tap Wall Mount              | TV Mount for Video Bars     | Wall Mount for Video Bars   |
|                         |                              |                             |                              | Tap Table Mount             | Tap Riser Mount             | Tap Wall Mount              | TV Mount for Video Bars     | Wall Mount for Video Bars   | Rally Mic Pod (up to 7 total) | Rally Mic Pod Hub           | Rally Mic Pod Mount         | Rally Mic Pod Mount         | Rally Mic Pod Extension Cable | Swytch                      | Tap Table Mount             | Tap Riser Mount             | Tap Wall Mount              | TV Mount for Video Bars     | Wall Mount for Video Bars   |

### Support Resources

- Printed Setup Guide
- Logitech Support Services

### Warranty

- 2 year limited hardware warranty
- Additional one and three year extended warranty can be purchased at the time of hardware purchase.
- Contact your reseller for availability.
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**PRODUCT INFORMATION**

- Logitech for Microsoft Teams Rooms on Android: [www.logitech.com/microsoft](http://www.logitech.com/microsoft)
- Logitech Rally Bar Huddle: [www.logitech.com/rallybarhuddle](http://www.logitech.com/rallybarhuddle)
- Logitech Rally Bar Mini: [www.logitech.com/rallybarmini](http://www.logitech.com/rallybarmini)
- RightSense Technologies: [www.logitech.com/rightsense](http://www.logitech.com/rightsense)
- Logitech Tap IP: [www.logitech.com/tapip](http://www.logitech.com/tapip)
- Logitech Rally Bar: [www.logitech.com/rallybar](http://www.logitech.com/rallybar)
- Logitech RoomMate: [www.logitech.com/roommate](http://www.logitech.com/roommate)
- Logitech Rally Plus: [www.logitech.com/rally](http://www.logitech.com/rally)
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